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Word from the west coast rap duo AllFrumTha I is that there is a new CD ready to drop from
AllFrumTha I member and west cast legend Binky Mack.

  

Just in Mid April AllFrumTha I signed with Free Agency Recordings, a Navarre distributed label
helmed by former Priority Records Mark Copeland and dropped their latest album ‘Larger Than
Life’. 

  

Now the word of the Binky Mack solo drop is heating up the streets once again with the
anticipation of this newest drop. Binky Macks new solo cd "Xplosive" is sure to cause a major
commotion in the music industry. 

  

AllFrumTha I is not your ordinary hip-hop group. These two west coast legends bring their form
of rap to the next level with every drop they do.

  

Being Inglewood California natives and Westside Connection affiliates AllFrumTha I stands out
in the hip-hop and rap industry as legends and their work is always appreciated and well
received by many.

  

The AllFrumTha I camp is also preparing 2 other albums also. 

  

Boo Kapone’s long awaited CD drop "I''m Street" will most likely be ready for a drop in Jan. 06.
And the long long awaited Squeak Rue solo album, ".Fat World" is in the works now, so watch
for news on that.

  

Here is a sample off the Binky Mack’s "Xplosive" CD, COMIN SOON! It is titled "Change The
Game" feat/ Bad Azz, Brotha Raheim, and Squeak Ru.

  

"Change The Game" feat/ Bad Azz, Brotha Raheim, and Squeak Ru HERE  .
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Be sure to check back often at ThugLifeArmy.com for more updates on this latest AllFrumTha I
project and all of their upcoming projects.
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